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**Abstract**
Literature about Hasidism in English is one of three kinds: scholarly articles which analyze the history and philosophy of Hasidism on the basis of early documents, selective anthologies of tales and legends which perpetuate the conventional image of Hasidic literature, and popular discussions of Hasidic life and lore which portray the Hasidim as joyful mystics who guard traditional Judaism from the threat of modernity.
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WHAT FOODS BE THESE MORSELS BE

New Cook Book Ideal For Special Diets

By SARAH LIEBER

Many families have at least one person who has to follow a special diet, for health or for weight reduction and in many instances, for both. This book is a guide for them. It contains five hundred recipes, each carefully calculated and readily available. The recipes are given in a simple, easy-to-follow manner, with detailed instructions for every step. Each recipe is accompanied by a photograph, making it easy to follow. The book also includes helpful hints and tips for cooking special diets. A must-have for anyone following a special diet.